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Campaign Management
Product Overview

Leverage the power of
automation.

It is typically undertaken monthly or
quarterly and leaves little room for
inflight adjustments.

Campaign Management is traditionally
a manual, time consuming and error
prone process.

Adalyser will transform your campaign
management into an automated
process allowing you to focus on
analysis and optimisation.

Lets face it Campaign Management is a laborious data intensive process. Once
your spot data has been sourced you need to format, load, pivot and finally
analyse.
With Adalyser simply load in your delivery targets and away you go.
Spots will be automatically sourced and loaded from BARB, MediaOcean or Caria
and your campaigns performance will be analysed overnight and compared against
your contracted delivery targets. The results are then made available in Adalyser
the next day.
Instead of burning time and resources on data collection and preparation let
Adalyser Campaign Management provide you with the answers.
Diagram 1: Setup

Reporting
Campaign Management will automatically run overnight and compare actual spot
delivery against your targets and visually report over or under deliveries.
Diagram 2: Reporting

Campaign Management reports are made available in the portal and automatically
emailed to authorised users.

Alarms
With Adalyser Alarms you don’t need to login in order to manage your campaign.
Campaign Management is fully integrated into Adalyser Alarms so if your
performance or audit score deviates from your targets Adalyser Alarms will
immediately detect this and push an alert to all authorised users.
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Audience Delivery Monitoring

Audience Delivery
Campaign management supports spend or TVR targets for any number of
audiences.
The audience delivery task allows users to specify a target audience delivery profile
on which the actual campaign is compared. The degree of divergence from your
targets is provided in daily reports pushed direct to your inbox.
Audience distribution profiles can be created for channel groups, channels,
programmes or periods such as day or day part. For each audience users can
specify percentage and absolute delivery targets for spend and TVRs.
Diagram 3: Audience Channel Group Delivery

Peak Delivery Access
If specified as part of your campaign management targets Adalyser can monitor
peak delivery access and report on the the proportion of impacts delivered in peak
compared to non peak.
Diagram 4: Peak Delivery Access
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Position in Break / Centre Break Access
The Position in Break / Centre Break Access audit tasks score your campaign
based on the proportion of impacts delivered in each spot position.
As centre break spots tend to perform better, campaigns which deliver
proportionally more spots accessing centre break will obtain a better campaign
audit score.
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Diagram 5: Position in Break / Centre Break Access
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Top Channel / Programme Access
Channel / Programme access tasks score your campaign based on its access to
top channels and programmes for your targeted audiences.
Once configured this audit task makes use of BARB reach and coverage metrics to
determine the top rated channels and programmes for your targeted audiences and
scores the campaign based on access to these.
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Get in touch with Adalyser

GIVE US A CALL

PAY US A VISIT

SEND US AN E-MAIL
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